
Provides the same performance as high profile bases 

when additional clearance is not needed. Tucks in closer 

to the roof to be less conspicuous and more resistant to 

high winds. 

Solaro Aire™ Remote 

Allows the solar panel location to be independent from the fan's 

so each can be placed in the ideal part of the roof. Can also be 

used with larger solar panels for improved performance or to 
offset poor light environments. 

20 watt or 30 watt solar panel, perfect for any installation 

that requires directing the panel towards the sun for better 

performance. 360° rotation and 35° tilt make it perfect for 

less than ideal fan locations. 

Optional Accessories: 

0 

Solaro Aire™ Thermostat 

Factory installed built-in thermostat allows the fan to operate only 
when the temperature is above 85°F. 

Solaro Aire™ AC Connection Kit 

Plug-in transformer and toggle switch kit offers opportunity to 

operate your solar fan during evening hours on AC power. 
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The Benefits of the 

Solaro Aire
™

• 

Solar Powered Anic Ventilation System 

All of the Solaro Aire™ attic fans qualify for a 

30% Federal Tax Credit on materials and 

installation through the American Recovery 

and Reinvestment Act of 2009. 

The Solaro Aire™ Limited Lifetime Warranty 

is the strongest in the industry. 

The Solaro Aire™ doesn't cost one penny to 

operate! It's completely powered by the sun! 

Built to be dependable. Weather resistant 

powder coated finish on all exposed fan 

parts provide a handsome and durable finish. 

Q
Removes heat during the hot summer 

months. Removes moisture that can 

cause mold and mildew in the winter. 

AMERICAN MADE 
PRODUCTS DESIGNED 

AND MANUFACTURED IN 

AMERICA BY AMERICANS 
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Solaro Aire
™ 

Solar Powered Attic Ventilation System 

The world's most advanced, fully 
integrated, high efficiency Solar Powered 

Attic Ventilation System 

Solaro Energy, Inc. guarantees better air performance 
because of the Maximum Power Point Tracking* feature, 
which maintains the highest possible air flow under all 
solar conditions by utilizing all the power available from the 

solar panel to set the highest fan speed. 

*A feature not available on any other competitive product in the world. 

www.PreChillUSA.com
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